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o Beneficial Uses: MUN, AGR, GWR, REC1, REC2, WARM, WILD

o Hydrologic Unit: 802.11

o Total Water Body Size:

o Size Impaired: 52 acres

600 acres

o Extent of Impairment: Unknown at this time

o Data Analyses: Independent study on East Bay indicates bottom
depth rising rapidly due to sedimentation

o Potential Sources: urban runoff, non point source, agricultural runoff

o Recommendation: List East Bay of Canyon Lake on 303(d) list as
impaired for REC 1, REC 2 and WARM beneficial uses

o TMDL Priority: Medium

o TMDL Start Date: 2008

o TMDL End Date: 2011
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INTERNAL LOADING AND NUTRIENT CYCLING IN CANYON LAKE

2nd Quarterly Report Submitted to:

Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board

Submitted by:

Michael A. Anderson
Department of Environmental Sciences

University of California, Riverside

Introduction

In this document I summarize activities conducted since October 15, 2001 as part of

the SARWQCB - sponsored study of internal loading and cycling of nutrients in Canyon

Lake.

Characterization of Sediments and Their Distribution

Sediment characterization within Canyon Lake was completed as reported in the 151

Quarterly Report. A total of 23 sites were sampled and found to vary widely in their

textures and other properties, as previously summarized. Figure 1 depicts locations of

sampling sites in Canyon Lake referenced later in this document. One or two additional

sediment sampling sites will be added north of the major body of the reservoir (above

site 23) in February.

Nutrient
Release
from

Fig. I. Sediment sampling sites.
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Sediments

Nutrient release from the sediments has been quantified for samples collected

September 5, 2001 and December 12, 2001. Release of SRP for the September 5 date

was discussed in the 1st Quarterly Report. The rates of internal loading of NH4-N

measured from the sediment cores collected on September 5,2001 are summarized in

Table 1. Rates of release ranged from 24 - 62 mg/m2/d, values somewhat lower than

previously found in Lake Elsinore. Shallow sites (sites 4 and 11) that were in the

epilimnion, and thus were much warmer than deeper sites, had flux rates often about

twice the rates of deeper, colder sites (e.g., sites 2 and 7) although site 8 was found to

have a higher rate than the other hypolimnetic sites (Table 1). Site 22 exhibited a great

deal of variability between the 3 replicate cores; this variability may have resulted from

the fact that this site was right at the thermocline and may have received differential

deposition of degradable particulate matter.

Table 1. NH4-N flux from 6 sites on Canyon Lake, 09/05/01

Site Depth Temperature DO (mg/L) NH4-N Flux
(m) (0C) (mg/m2/day)

2 9.5 13.0 0.1 24.15 ± 7.10
4 4.9 26.2 2.0 39.55 ± 15.31
7 11.6 13.0 0.1 21.83 ± 10.31
8 10.4 13.0 0.1 45.80 ± 26.60
11 3.0 27.5 7.4 34.99 ± 5.05
22 7.0 16.0 0.1 61.99 ± 73.82

Cores collected on December 12, 2001, about 2 weeks after mixing, exhibited

comparatively little variation across the sites (with the exception of site 4), and averaged

about 9 mg/m 2/d SRP flux and about 30 mg/m 2/d NH4-N flux (Table 2). Of particular

interest is the fact that SRP flux in the deepwater sites increased by a factor of about 2

from the September sampling when the lake was stratified, although temperature

actually remained relatively constant at these sites. It seems likely that mixing probably

delivered some fresh particulate matter to the sediments that fueled the mineralization

process. Mixing also probably catalyzed an algal bloom in the main body of the lake due

to delivery of SRP that was previously trapped below the thermocline, although

chlorophyll measurements were not made to confirm this. Ammonium-N flux values were

largely comparable to those measured in September.
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Table 2. SRP and NH4-N flux from 6 sites, 12/12101

Depth Temp. DO
P04 Flux NH4 Flux

Site
(m) (0C) (mg/L)

(mg/m2/day) (mg/m2/day)

2 9.3 13 2.69 7.07 ± 0.5 27.57 ± 3.23
4 4.7 13 3 0.32 ± 0.09 6.16± 1.86
7 11.4 13 3.93 10.62 ± 0.94 40.64 ± 0.68
8 10.2 12 6.2 8.52 ± 2.97 39.92 ± 0.56
11 2.8 10 9.67 9.00 ± 3.74 29.45 ± 6.45
22 6.8 12 10.07 9.91 ± 5.85 25.26 ± 9.8

Sedimentation and Particulate-Bound Nutrient Deposition

Sediment traps were deployed at the core-flux sampling sites on November 27,2001.

Due to the relatively shallow location of a number of the sites, traps were placed only on

the lake bottom at sites 4, 11 and 22 Mid-water column and bottom traps were deployed

at sites 2, 7, and 8, although the sample from the mid-column trap at site 8 was lost.

Sedimentation rates were generally lower much lower than previously measured in Lakeo ,

Elsinore (e.g., mid-depth rates of 1-4 g/m2/d in Canyon Lake VS. about 19 g/m2/d in Lake

Elsinore). Moreover, the properties of the trapped material differed quite substantial!y as

well, with much higher total carbon, total N, and total P contents of the material

recovered from Canyon lake (e.g., total C in Lake Elsinore ranged from 7-10 0/" in mid-

depth stations). The analyses suggest a largely algal source of particulates, as C:N and

N:P ratios in the trap material are in adequate agreement with the Redfield ratio.

Table 3. Sediment trap results, November 27,2001.
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Bathymetric Survey of Canyon Lake
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bathymetric map fer the lake (Figure 2). ?\s one can see, East Bay is generaHy much

j
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Progress Status of Tasks

summarized in Table 4.

0%

25%

9

8 Prepare final report on findings I 0 %
--_ --_. -~--.,".--., --.. - --------,..---- ---··"----·--I·-··---·-·~----:i-~n-OI--··-~-- --------

Development and implernentation of quality assurance pfan ! I UU 10 ~

Table 4. Percent completion of project tasks (as of October 15, 2001).

I task Task Description I Percent Completion i
~ Project management I 45 % I

~I 2 ii' Cl,aracterization of lake sediments and determination of 100 % --1
~ sediment distribution within the basin ,_ I
I 3 IDetermination of the rate of nutrient release from the sediments 40 %

I 4 I Quantification of the rate of sedimentation and particulate- bound
~_~utrient deposition to the se,~.!.!!en!§ _
[ 5 I Development of nutrient budget I
Iif---i--Hydrodynamic simulations and sUliace water quality m-od-o-J"-in-g-~I-----O:-'% I
!--'7------- f--Preo;:lreClr-aftfl-nar'rep-or+-,- ""---------------------- ----------------1-- 0--0;-0-------i
i I" r i
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Steyen C. Suitt and Associates
, Consuiting EngiMGring. MIning and Environment"i Geologists.

Hydrogeoiog/sts and Ec.1l1h Scie.Jncs Prof9ssio('lals

eCL14S
February 17, 1998

Mr. Paul Johnsor
Director of Operations
Canyon Lake Property Owners Association
22200 Canyon ClUb Drive
Canyon '_ake. Ca. 92587
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Subject: Memorandum, Calculation of Historic and Current Sediment Depths in the
East Bay Portion of Canyon Lake
"iver~jde County. California

Dear °au/:

As per your request, Steven C. Suitt and Associates (SCS) has oer1ormed calculations with
regard to the apparent 1hickness at lake bonom sediments or alluvial deposits at five Canyon
Lake-East Bay locations (Figure 1). These caJculations are based on approxImate water
depth measuremen1s periormed by others at the request 01 the Canyon Lake Property
Owners Association (CLPOA,) Operations Department dUring the fall of '986 and 1997~

Persons, firms or agencies responsible tor conducting the depth to water or other
mearurements utilized for the SCS East Say "sediment deptn" calculations are as 101l0ws: .

1) Water depths and tt1icknes5 of sediment measurements were performed in the East Bay
by Action Geotechnical on December 18, 1986 (Figures 2. and 3):

2) Water deplhS were reportedly measured With a "fish finder" at the approximate Action
G@otechnical East Ray :ocatians by a member of the Canyon Lake Property Owners
Association Lake-Marina Committee on September 26. 1997 (Figure 4); and,

3) Can~'or, Lake surface water glevatlons were provided by Mr. John Rossi of the Elsinore
Valley Municipal Water District (EYMWO) for both of the above dates (Figure 5).

Calculations

5ased cn the abOve Decemoer i8. 1986 water depttls and apparent sediment thiCKnesses.
:he Se!Jtember :'6, 1997 water depth. and the surlace water elevations as recorded by the
='JMWD in Canyon LaI<e SCS has preoarcd three Tables that depIct the historic and
current slJbsuriace aiid water depth :oncltlors in the E:ast Bay area ot Canyon Lake. Table
1 presents tre apparent water depth at "minimum pool elevation;l for the Fall of 1986 and
1997. Table 2 depicts the apparent increase in alluvlI!1 sediment deposited in the East 8ay
from December 1986 to September 1997 Table 3 shows the apparent overall thickness 01
alluvial sediments in the East Say area ~ince the re-construction of Canyon Lake In 196a.

S801L.2S01S aU..l0H xaII:l
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Memorandum, Calculation af Histonc and Current Sediment Depths
Mr. Paul Johnson. CLPOA Director of Operations
february n, ~998

TABLE. 1: LISke 8ottom Elevations and Apparl2nt Water Depth ;rt Minimum Lake (Pool)
Elellationa (1311.50 feGt) on December 18, 1986 and SeptemlMr 26, 1997 at
East eay • Action Geotechnical MClJ::Iurcmenl Locations. Canyon Lake.
Catiforni iii.

Easl &y SIJNe~ Water Dspth (1.:1\
Loc.al:on (1)

LakE' Surface lllke Bortom
Waler Elel/EIlJon
EIOlvallon:2l

Appalent Water
uep1h at MinImum
,"akA Elevation'
'1371.S faat)

\-.;.;'2;-.-;.:;ld....8;.;;9~_~-+--,,'___ __~4.;.:;:8~le::.:e~';,;!')~IHS~.~(..,.~lJ~7~~.:.:.1~8-:fo:-:O=-I__t-:-:13:-::s~a~3~8-7-1..:":e-:-;_. _~3."'"1~2~'e~lil.;..T rO.....~~~=-.-i
~ 2·18-85 2 .4.8 I.CQt(ll/ " • 0 1373.Hl IGBt 13683$ feet 3.1;Z leel 0 '\ i"

~12::-'1:-::S:'::-86::=----+-7.3------+~5.oJleel(l) I ",S 1373.18 teet 136!L18 t~Qf 3.32111,1111 t.ioI C,

·,l·le.oo 4 S.Steet(ll/-:J.O 1373.161eEl1 l367Mleet .. 3.821&81/1 '\~
12-18-86 5 o·:>!tH~f(l)/-:t,o 137:U8fllGlI f38718feet 432teetll.l\~

09-26·91 1 5.S le8t·.~) 137652 lut 137102 r"8f 0.48 fesl !

09-26·97 2 60 1861('1.) 1376 52. t~e[ 1370.Sg feet 0.98 fee1
09-26.'J7 3 8.5 feel!"> ~376.52 leel 1370.0? feet 1.4e te6i
09-Z.~·~7 4 7.0 teetl~) \376.52Ieel 13B9.52 teel 1 98 reet
09·2e'~1 5 7.0 f8B113) I 131~ 52 '~et 1369.52 feeT , 98 feet
Notall. (I) Action GeotQCM\C3t Aeoort elated O..ce'YIb$r 16, 1l;ee. I,.lm,tt!ld G.aotaehn:l:;l! !:....,e9t;jilllOn For Canyon Lake

Siltatkli. C;myol' La~B. California. (.) ElSinore Valley MLmiclpal WSlar Oil;;lnC'! MG.suremE!l'll. 131 ClPOA Lakl'!
MllIIina Ccmrnlttea ~.tlP.moer "!!ish-Rnder" Measurer"'le,~t.

Based en the Table 1 calculations, lhe apparent water depth at the five East Bay
meaeurement stations duringa "low water event" could have ranged' from 3.1210 4.32 feet in
December ot 1986. In September ot 1997, the water depths during a "low water event"
could have varied from 0,48 to 1.98 feet in the East Bay.

TA.BLE. 2: Sediment Inc;rea3e from December 18, 1986 to September 28, 1997 at the
&:IU:t B$lY • ActIon Gsotechnical Me&l:luremen2 Locations, Canyon lake,
California.

Notes (,. AC1!or. Geolecn;m:al Aeoort dateo Decemoer 19, 1986. lImlled Geo'ecnnlcalln'le~9aUonFor Canyon L.UlI
Slilal,cn, Canyon Lake. Cdlilomia.

East 3ay L~ko 8oltOrn . Elevation OIl Lake 80ncm Elevalion on Chan<jG In EJ&lIation or
Survey locaiion(1) Oec:embcr ~8, 1986 SQPtlilrnoP-f 2e. 1991 Sediment lncnle;llt CI.I!1ng 11

Year P'aned
1 i 1368.38 feet 1371021ee1 +2.64 feet
2 I 1360638 f&el 1~70.52 fBet +2.14 fe8t
3 1368.16 jeet 1370.02 t6$t .. ~ .84 fset
<l 13e7,66 ;<let 1369.52 feer ... ··.54 'liIe!
S 1:;67 18 'eel , 369.~2 tQlt~ ...2.34 feel

.\

As depicted in Table 2. the elevation ot the laKe bottom at tM five East Bay iocations has
increased from 1.84 to 2.64 feet In O!her words. the East Say has exp~rienced an apparent
1.84 to 2.64-foot increase in Sedfment dUr!ng the laSt 11 year5. or an average of 2 to 3
inches ot sedimentation per year

2

Stev6IO C. Suitt andA~mc:c

SaOll.ZSOrS aU..J0H Xalltl
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N',~morandum,CalcL.;laticn of HIstoric and Current Sediment Depths
Me Paul Johnson, CLPOA Director of OperatIons
F'et 'uary '7. "\ 998

TABLE ~; Appro.1clmats Total Thick",K$ of Alluyial Sediments Oe\)OsilBd at the
E21Slt Bey . Action Geotechnical Mea~ur&me"t locatIons, Caftvon Lake,
California.

Netes (I: ActIon GlilCllechruCliI Rl!lpol'l elated December '9, 1\)60. lll'l\lted Geot9CnntCa( In'/~31lga\lon For Canyon LaKe
Sillatior:. Cl\r:yon "aj(Q, Callfomla. U'l.lI.e bottom wa3 il'11erred \0 Qccur Wh12r'1!' r'lEI ~arr,pling ec:"ipmenf refusal.
ooarock or Ill .. <Jay liner .....SG et'1CO\.lnt6ll'ed.

IElls! Say Survey location l1l .~pproxm,ate ThICl(naioi>i of ~e:dim=l'Il Incr",~se Irom ApproxImate rOTaI Th,ckness
Organic Glay, Sand and Dacemoer 18. 198a IQ of Alluvial Sediment Deposits
Srlt\'QI OtiJflo8hs Qn Sapteml;ler 26, 1997 at S ul\ley POlnl
DaCl:lII ,l)~r ~ n. 1~5(')

1 ! 8.5 'eet ;,2.64 feel 914 teat
2 22 feet ... 2.1.<1 tel'll 434 le;t'
J 2,71"1'11 -1.80<1. t<\l1!t 4.54 lOG1

~. 1,4 leet ~154 leel 3.24laet
5 1.Z rqer -'"2.•14 taB I 3.54 lliet

"

8ased on the data available to date, the total thickness at allUVIal deposits conSisting ot
orgar'lic clay, sana ~nc grflvel sedime"1ts in the East Bay liOm Indian Beach ~o 'he East P~1t

Boat Launch ranges from 3.24 feet to 9.14 feet.

FiJ1dings and Di~cusslon

I

Alluvial sediment thicKneSses range from approXImately 9 teot (Point 1) near the East For.
Boat Launch to 3 iO 3.5 feet (Points 4 and 5) near the Ind!a.n Beach sampling points. The
largest East Bay allUVIa! deposit thicknesses aopear to be related to sedimentation from the
Salt Creek watershed, with decreaSing sedimentation toward Indian Beach. However,
based on a slight increase in sedimentation lrom Point 4 io Point 5, some sedimentation
mlglit be related to de~oslts originating from the C1rslnage adjacent to Indian Beach; In
summary, It appears that LIP TO 9 leet of alli.Jvtal seoiments have been d~posi1ed in trle East
8ay since the apparent re-cons1ructl()n of Canyon LaKe:! i11 1966.

The minimum paol or surface water eleva1ion ot Canyon Lake has apparently been
established at 137'1,5 feet above Mean Sea Level. Table 1 indicates that fhere will be
approxImately 0,5 to 2.0 feel (6 to 24 inches) of water In the East Bay during a low surtace
water eievaticn event due to accumulated sedimentation. Considering that the East Say has
apparently expenenced an avarage Increase ot 2 to 3 inches of sedimentation a year over
the last eleven years, it appears That por.:OI1S of the Ea.sl Say could be dry cr elevate{~

should a iow wati:\f ever.t cc:::ur within the r1ext ',r,ree tc 1ive ye2.rs.

3

Steven C. sum and Associates

S80IL~sors au .... oH xaltl
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Memorandum. Calculation oi Historic and Current SedIment Depths
Mr Paul Johnson. CLPOA Director of Operations
February H, 1998

Recommendation

The calculations presented herein are based on in1ormationsupplied by other'),
Additionally. some of the information furnished ta the CLF'OA Operations Department may
not be relIable. such as. measurements or recordings pertormAd with a "fish finder". Helce.
it is recommended that subsurface studies or surveys be conducted to verify the thicknc.sses
of sediments in the East Bay area ot Canyon Lake. The results of these stUdies COuld be
used to prepare quantity estimates tor the total or partial removal 01 these accu:nulaled
sediments to allevIate any ooncerns of "dry docks or dry boat launches" during ::::. Canyon
Lake "low or minimum pool" sUrface water event.

Closure 8Jnd Limitations

Steven C. Suitt. CEGI453
En~ineering Geologist

This memorandum was prepared based on standard engineering geolog:c principles and
practices. practicing in this locality. No warranty, expressed or implied in tact or by law,
whether of merchantability. titress for ar.y partIcular purpose. or otherwise. is gIven
concerning any 01 the materials or "services" furnished to the client This memorandum
provides engineenng geologic caicl.Ilations and opinions only, based on surface and
subsurface data collected by others. No subsurface exploration or testing was performed by
SCS to determine or evaluate existing SUbsurface geologic conditions. .

I

Therefore, no warranty is given or liabHltyacceptecl tor unknown geologic conditions that
may unClerlie the Site, changes in existing conditions, or future performa;,ce 01 the property
due to any potential changes in the geologic conditions.

This opportunity to be of service is sincerely appreciated. If you should have any questions,
please contact the undersigned:

Respectfully SUbmitted,
Steven C. Suitt and Associa~es

:::igure ,:
Figure 2 and 3:
Figure 4:

FIgure 5.

Action Geo1echnical East Bay Sampling Pcint Mao
Action Georechnic3J East Bay Sampling Potnt SoH Logs
Septsmber 26, 1997 East Bay Water depths Measured by a Member 01
the Lake-Marina Committee
Canyon Lake Surface Water Elevations Provided by the Elsinore Valley
Municipal Water District

4
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RESTORATION OF CANYON LAKE AND BENEFITS TO
LAKE ELSINORE DOWNSTREAM

Prepared for: Lake Elsinore & San Jacinto Watersheds Authority
Administered by: Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority

By

Alex J. Home

31 January 2001
Revised June 6 2001

Alex Home Associates, AHA: 867 Bates Avenue, El Cerrito, California 94530.
Phone, 510-525-4433 (FAX 510-527-1085). ahorneassoc@aol.com
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Canyon Lake is a small reservoir (A = 383 acres) situated on the main inflow to the much
larger natural Lake Elsinore (A = 3,000 acres). Due to its upstream position and the
dam, Canyon Lake is estimated to intercept 45 tons/year (range 3-103) bioavailable
phosphorus that would otherwise pass to Lake Elsinore. The 3-103 tons be compared
other sources (17-30 tons from internal loading in summer; 19-37 tons projected from
recycled makeup water, and an unknown but probably larger amount from the San
Jacinto drainage). Depending on the bioavailability of phosphorus in each of the
sources, the P-trapping function of Canyon Lake could be a potentially important
contributor in the internal and possibly the external P-budget of Lake Elsinore. Other
than the Five-Point Plan to restore Lake Elsinore using Proposition 13 funds, there is no
likely action to reduce phosphorus in large amounts from any other sources in the next
quinquenium. Since several management actions in the Five-Point Plan require
reduction in nutrients within two years, the current existence of a P-trapping mechanism
should be considered as much a major benefit to Lake Elsinore as the sediment that
carries the phosphorus is a hindrance to Canyon Lake.

Canyon Lake can be classified as a morphometrically mesotrophic lake but most
indicators show aspects of eutrophy (nuisance algae blooms, hypolimnion anoxia, high
soluble ammonia and phosphate in the summer hypolimnion, soluble iron and
manganese, Secchi depth < 2 m, Chlorophyll a > 35 ugiL). Because the nutrient loading'
to the lake is high the lake produces abundant algae that sink to the bottom, decay and use
up all the dissolved oxygen in the deep water. The depth of the water in the main lake
allows permanent summer thermal stratification and makes the deeper water costly to'-treat as a drinking water supply for Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District. Typical
water quality problems for drinking water from Canyon Lake are the presence of soluble
iron and manganese, high pH, high turbidity, taste and odor and possible blue-green algal
toxicity. In terms of recreation, low water clarity and nuisance algae are most important
in the deeper lake and sediment accumulation interfering with boating, hydrogen sulfide
odor and occasional submerged weed growth are most important in the extensive shallow
East Bay. Algae in Canyon Lake, like Lake Elsinore, is currently likely to be growth
limited by both P and N depending on season and time of year. However, if
biomanipulation and other restoration of L. Elsinore is successful, it will revert to strong
N-limitation. In practice therefore, both Nand P should always be removed.

Restoration of Canyon Lake is possible and would allow it to continue to reduce
eutrophication and P-loading to Lake Elsinore. Watershed protection from erosion and
external nutrient loading is the ideal solution and should be pursued within the Santa Ana
Regional Water Quality Control Board's ongoing TMDL process. However, it will take
a long time for any TMDL to be fully effective over such a vast watershed. Thus some
in-lake solutions are needed for at least the next 15-30 years. Two main and three minor
in-lake solutions are proposed. The two major solutions are deep water or hypolimnion
oxygenation and inlet zone dredging. The three minor solutions are spring and fall
mixing, local wetland filtration, and biomanipulation. Dredging to balance the current
astonishingly high rate of sedimentation (2 to 3 inches per year, over 60 times the rate for
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a nonnal lake) will improve use of the lake and will allow future storage space for 0 ~ (JQ ~ ~
phosphorus-containing sediments to be stored and kept out of Lake Elsinore. It should be :, (1) ~ 8<§.
possible to sell some sediment. A pilot program should be undertaken along with some d P:> tJ g
monitoring of the sediment nutrient bioavailability (N & P). Protection of the public t: 00

drinking water supply in Canyon Lake can be achieved by reducing the amount of algae ~

in the lake, plimarily by limiting internal nutrient loading in summer and fall. The ~
installation of a hypolimnetic oxygenation system will reduce the current internal ft
concentration of highly bioavailable soluble phosphate (- 0.6 mgIL) that is currently (1)

exported to Lake Elsinore each winter when releases are made. It is estimated that this
loading is about 2 tonsly to Lake Elsinore. If an oxygenation system is installed in Lake
Elsinore to suppress internal P-Ioading, this addition of 2 tons of bioavailable-P will
become more important. Hypolimnetic oxygenation in Canyon Lake will have substantial
benefits to use of the lake as a dIinking water source since DOC and other undesirable
algal products (DOC and THMP, turbidity, neuro- and hepato-toxins) and algae-induced
chemicals (iron and manganese, sulfide) will be substantially reduced by oxygenation.
Removal of sediment in the East Bay of Canyon Lake will also reduce phosphorus-driven
eutrophication in the reservoir by reducing P-Ioading and shallow water nutrient
recycling. Spring and fall mixing to enhance natural bottom oxygenation can make use
of existing compressors and would run for a month before and after oxygenation. Local
wetland filtration of surface water will remove surface algae but depends on the existence
or creation of local wetlands. Wetlands have multiple purposes and could even be use to
generate mitigation bank credits as well as increase property values away from the
lakeshore. Biomanipulation, with its increase in natural zooplankton to filter lake algae,
will occur anyway with the provision of deep oxygenated water refuge for large Daphnia.
Removal of excess small fish throughout the lake and of carp in the shallow regions will
enhance biomanipulation. As the lake water clmity improves, it is likely that submerged
weeds will become more common. These weeds will provide refuge for Daphnia in the
shallow East Bay and can be managed by harvesting.

Costs for dredging reflect the high sediment influx and 30 years of Canyon Lake's
existence as particulate trap for Lake Elsinore. To remove the estimated half million
cubic yards of sediment trapped by the lake over 30 years would be very costly ($2-5
million, unless sale of sand was possible) but a phased approach removing smaller
amounts equal to the annual sediment loading (- 17,000 cu yd.) would also work. Annual
cost would be $60,000 to $170,000, depending on dredging cost. It is recommended that
a pilot project to remove about 20,000 cubic yards be implemented at once to detennine
overall feasibility of the full-scale cleanup. If the pilot is successful, it is recommended
that at least five years worth of sediment and attached phosphorus be removed. Sediment
bioavailable-P removal is of interest to The Joint Powers Agency and other agencies
interested in the cleanup of the San Jacinto watershed. A sinking fund would then be
needed to maintain the new status quo. An efficient hypolimnetic oxygenation is
estimated to be in the $250,000 to $500,000 range for construction with low operational
costs ($20,000-$50,000/y). The minor solutions spring and fall mixing local wetland
filtration, and biomanipulation can be expected to be in the $10,000-$25,000 range
excluding any capital cost for land),
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2.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Three immediate actions are recommended for Canyon Lake:
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1. Chemical and soils testing of the recently accumulated sediment in the East
Bay. Needed will be a particle size analysis, measurements of heavy metals
(17 can be measured simultaneously with plasma methods, and mercury can
be tested separately), and estimation of the quantity and bioavailability of the
sediment phosphorus and nitrogen.

2. Begin a pilot dredging program to remove about 20,000 cubic yards (one
year's worth of sediments) to get a realistic idea of the costs of removal of the
entire 30 years of sediment and the feasibility of using the East Basin as a
long-term sedimentation and removal basin for the upstream regions.

3. Design and install a hypolimnetic oxygenation device. This methodology will
offer the best return to improve water quality in Canyon Lake.

Over the next rainy period the following action is recommended:

4. Watershed nutrient & sediment budgets. The City of Canyon Lake support the
efforts of others, including the Regional Board, to determine a P and N budget
for the lake and its watershed.

Over the next two years the following is recommended:

5. Estimate utility of use of submerged propellers for spring and fall mIxmg
when the hypolimnetic oxygenation device is off

6. Estimate utility of off-line wetlands for temporary summer algae filtration.
7. Estimate feasibility of biomanipulation for long-term sustained algae control.
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Canyon Lake is a reservoir constructed in 1927 as a railroad canyon dam since train track
and trestles covered the now flooded narrow valley bottom. About 1,300 residents enjoy
the lake amenities along 15 miles of shoreline with about 1,000 homes built on the
waterfront. Main activities are boating, fishing, and water-skiing. Thus the water quality
of the lake is of paramount interest to the lake users. In addition the lake is a water
source for Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District that also has a strong interest in high
water quality. Although both main classes of lake users need high quality water, there
specific needs differ. For example the dissolved organic carbon content (DOC) of the
water is regulated for drinking water purposes at levels that are unimportant for typical
recreational uses. In contrast, certain parts of the lake have become silted in by the storm
runoff cause problems for boating but lie above the water elevation used for drinking
water storage. Both groups, and the public in general, however, have an interest in the
overall health of the lake since shallow water, for example can increase nutrient
recycling. In tum, increased nutrients can degrade water quality.

The limnological situation at Canyon Lake can thus be summarized in the following way.
The main lake is quite deep and steep sided and would be expected to be mesotrophic or
oligotrophic on a morphometric basis. Over time the lake has probably become more
eutrophic with more nuisance algae. The cause of eutrophication is excess nutrients from
the drainage basin and internal recycling (internal loading). Excess nutrients and
sediments from external sources can only be reduced with in the long term via the TMDL
process. In the meantime some in-lake restoration is required. Internal sources can be
reduced by other in-lake procedures.

Because Canyon Lake is a small reservoir situated at the terminus of a semi-arid drainage
the influx of sediment can be large. Areas of low rainfall such as the San Jacinto River
generally have large areas of barren or lightly vegetated ground and are susceptible to
erosion during the occasional severe storms. Thus the natural watershed contribution to
Canyon Lake drainage can be expected to consist of infrequent but large amounts of
sediments. The sediment contribution following development in the watershed in the
past few decades will have increased substantially over the natural rates. Because
phosphorus is strongly bound to sediments in soils, eroded sediment is the major pathway
of phosphorus to lakes. However, the Canyon Lake watershed is also developed with
dairy farms, some other agriculture and housing. These land uses tend to increase the
yield of soluble matter including soluble phosphate and nitrate. The result is that
Canyon Lake receives large amounts of sediments in both wet and flood years.
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4.1 CANYON LAKE AS A STORM DETENTION BASIN: SEDIMENT AND TOTAL PHOSPHORUS

RETAINED

Canyon Lake (A = 283 acres) is situated on the San Jacinto River and is a minor
volumetric contributor (-7%) to the much larger natural Lake Elsinore (A = 3,000 acres).
Lake Elsinore also suffers from eutrophication and considerable efforts are being made to
reduce the inflow of nutrients including phosphorus to Lake Elsinore. Although not its
oIiginal purpose, Canyon Lake dam acts as a storm retention basin for sediments bound
for Lake Elsinore. Because of the density of the sediments and the design of Canyon
Lake, the majority of sediments build up in the delta of the main inflow and are not
distributed over the entire lake or passed downstream of the dam.

A survey was made of the sediment depth in the upper reaches of Canyon Lake in 1986
and again in 1997 (Suitt & Assoc., 1998). The difference between the two dates
indicates an average annual accumulation of 2 to 3 inches of sediment over an area of 52
acres. Using an annual average value of 2.4 inches, the accumulation is equivalent to an
annual sediment load to Canyon Lake of approximately 17,000 cubic yards. Using a
density of 1.6 glee (2.3 tons/cubic yard) the annual weight of sediment deposited is
38,000 tons.

Three assuming were made in converting the sediment into total phosphorus (TP) and
then into bioavai lable phosphate: ~ '- \51

't-.,\).l\(J.... Y)t; l'O
/!> ./'

1. TP in sediments was 0.1 % (The world average for P in the earth's crust)
2. TP in sediments was 0.1 % (a low value, perhaps typical if the sediment was high

in sandy matter)
3. TP in sediments was 0.43% (measured amount in Canyon Lake deep sediments,

likely to overestimate value for the presumably coarser delta sediments in keys).
4. It was assumed that only 80% of the TP in the sediments was bioavailable [this is

a reasonable assumption for many types of sediment, but if the sediment-P is
dominated by apatite (calcium phosphate), the assumption will be too high since
much of the TP will be biologically unavailable].

Based on the above assumptions, the annual amount of bioavailable phosphate deposited
in the in the sediments of Canyon was estimated as between 3 and 103 tons (assumptions
in same order as above):

1. 30.4 tons
2. 3.0 tons
3. 103 tons

The average of these three values is approximately 45 tons that will be used as a figure
for discussion until further data is gathered to refine the number.
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The 43 tons of total phosphorus (range 3-103) the settles in Canyon Lake annually is thus
prevented from entering Lake Elsinore. In terms of Lake Ellsinore's phosphorus budget,
the 3-103 tons held in Canyon Lake can be compared with the 17-30 tons that enters Lake
Elsinore from the sediments during internal loading in summer, the 19-39 tons that would
enter Lake Elsinore from recycled water during normal and dry years. The amount of
bioavailable-P entering from the San Jacinto River the main inflow to Lake Elsinore is
not known but could be much larger than all the above sources combined. However,
there are various sites along the river where sediment could be stored. The complete P
budget of Lake Elsinore is not know but other sources, wind-blown dust, fish stocking,
local septic tank leachate, local small sources of storm erosion, and summer nuisance
runoff from irrigation are likely to be small relati ve to the large items just discussed.
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Thus In the absence of the Canyon Lake dam the 45 tons of total phosphorus would pass g, ~ 0; ~ :::0
directly to Lake Elsinore and increase its eutrophic state. Recently, the Elsinore Valley ~ ;:;. 8 t§.
Municipal Water District has estimated that Canyon Lake intercepts about half of the CJ P:> 0 g
annual total P-load to Lake Elsinore. The most important contributors of phosphorus ~ CXl
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The P-trapping function of Canyon Lake thus appears important in compared with the
internal p-budget of Lake Elsinore and may be important in the external loading budget.
It is vital that better data be collected for the San Jacinto River, although the recent dry
years have handicapped any collections. Thus the P-trapping in Canyon Lake should be
considered as much a benefit to Lake Elsinore as the sediment containing the phosphorus
is a hindrance to Canyon Lake. In terms of constructing sediment detention ponds
upstream the P-trapping function of Canyon Lake saves a considerable amount of
construction and maintenance upstream. It is also not clear at what time in the future
actual storm water detention ponds would be constructed since there is no fixed
implementation schedule for most TMDL construction projects at present.

4.2. WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS AT CANYON LAKE

Deeper, thermally stratified part of the lake. The main water quality problems at
Canyon Lake are related to the large annual influx of sediments and other nutrients that
enter the lake. Canyon Lake has two main sections a shallow upstream area and a deeper
section that extends back from the dam where water depth reaches about 50 feet.

The main deeper water section of Canyon Lake could be expected to have moderate to
good water quality based on its shape. Normally, deep steep-sided lakes have good water
quality since the nutrients entering in the summer are trapped in the deeper water. So only
a spring algae bloom occurs with relatively good water quality for the remainder of the
year. The magnitude of the spring bloom depends on the amount of nutrients carried in
each winter together with nutrients mixed in from the deeper water. It is important to
note that flushing of nutrients from lakes by winter storms or summer releases has
generally little effect on the lake's trophic state.
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Table 1. Examples of water quality problems in the deeper water section of Canyon Lake in
1995-2000 (Data from Dr. Cindy Li, Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board).
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The main problems in the deeper water of Canyon Lake are due to algae, which in turn 0 ~ (fQ ~ ~
are fed by excessive nutrients (Table 1). The winter supply of nutrients and sediments;; (t) ~ 8C§.
that contain nutrients is one cause. The second cause is that nutrients are regenerated in C ~ t) §
the sediments in deep water in the summer. Sediment nutrient generation or internal C 00

loading is primarily caused by a lack of oxygen in summer in the deep-water ;c.
hypolimnion. ~

p.
~......
(t)

Parameter Measured value Depth/date Desirable value
Dissolved oxygen 0.2 mglL 42 feet/Sept. 2-7 mglL
Soluble phosphate 1.3 mglL Hypolimnion/Aug 20-50 uglL
Ammonia 4.3 mglL Hypolimnion/Aug 20-100 uglL
Chlorophyll a 37 uglL Surface water 10-20 LiglL
Iron 1.4 mglL Hypolimnion, summer 0.05 mglL
Manganese 0.35 mglL Hypolimnion, summer 0.05 mgL
Blue-green algae Surface blooms FaJl No visible blooms

The upper shallow keys section of the lake. The main problems for the shallow area of
the lake are that they are becoming shallower more rapidly. Shallow water in some parts
of the lake can degrade the entire lake by increased nutrient recycling and by allowing the
growth of macrophytes (waterweeds). Submerged aquatic plants can produce odors that
are undesirable in a drinking water supply both directly and by providing a site for
attached blue-green algae. Submerged weeds, if extensive are also a nuisance for
swimmers and boaters, especially if the propulsion unit becomes entangled in long
stringy weeds. An outbreak of submerged weed did occur about 10 years ago but so far
weeds have not been a nuisance. It is not clear why this is so but shallow waters usually
become dominated with weed when the water is shallow. As the water becomes clearer
if other cleanup measures such as hypolimnetic oxygenation are put into operation, then
increase submerged macrophyte growth is probably inevitable.

The increase in sediment in Canyon Lake is very large indeed, especially in the 15% of
the East Bay and inlet regions. A survey of the lake bathymetry was made in 1986 and
1997 at five stations in the East Bay section (Table 2).

Table 2. Thickness and increase in sediment over 11 years in the East Bay section of Canyon
Lake
Site Thickness of deposited organic Sediment increase in Total thickness of
location clay, sand and gravel, Dec 1986 11 years to Sept. alluvial sediments

(feet) 1997
(Feet)

1 6.5 +2.6 9.1
2 2.2 +2.1 4.3
3 2.7 +1.8 4.5
4 1.4 +1.8 3.2
5 1.2 +2.3 3.5
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The bottom elevation was found to have increase from 1.8 to 2.6 feet over the eleven 0 ~ OQ 2:: ~
years, a rate of 2-3 inches/year (4.6-6.9 cm/y; Suitt & Assoc. Feb 17 1999). Total,J ~ ¥ ~ ~
sedimentation in the East Bay over the 30 years life of the reservoir was estimated at 3.2 0 S ~ g'
to 9.1 feet or 1.3 to 3.6 inches per year (3 to 8.4 cm/y (Table 2). t: 00

The amount of sediment retained in upper East Bay Canyon Lake can be compared with
the values found elsewhere. A range of sediment values is shown in Table 3. The values
found in the East Bay of Canyon Lake are astoundingly high and are about 65 times more
than would occur in a normal lake. Even if the influx of sediment had been spread over
the entire lake the rate is eight tfmes the normal rate. Such very high sedimentation rates
have been approached in Mountain Lake in the Presidio in San Francisco only because a
road was constructed through the lake. The sand deposited to form the roadbed spread
over the lake, filling it in several feet in a few years. Only deliberate sediment traps such
as the Daguerre Dam on the Yuba River in northern California show higher deposition
rates than the East Bay of Canyon Lake (Table 3). However, there are some other
reservoirs in highly erosive conditions (e.g. Lake Pillsbury on the Eel River) that have
experienced severe filling of side arms.

Table 3. Rate of sedimentation in the East Bay section of Canyon Lake compared with
other sites. Values based on surveys. It was assumed that the East Bay section covered 52 acres
or 14% of the entire lake.

Rate of sedimentation Inches/ cm/yr Comments
year

Based on EaST Bay
Based on last 11 years 2-3 5-7.5 Based on survey of 52 acres in E. Bay
Based on 30 years 1.3-3.6 3.2-9 As above
Averaged over enTire
lake
Based on last 11 years 0.27-0.41 0.68-1.0 Assumes E. Bay sediment spread through the

lake
Based on 30 years 0.18-0.49 0.44-1.2 As above
Values elsewhere
Typical lake 0.1 Mostly winter silt and dead summer algae
Strumpshaw Broad, UK 0.5 Heavy agricultural loading
Small Michigan lake 0.6 Very eutrophic lake
Mountain Lake. SF. 1.9 Result of a road built through the lake
recent years
Daguerre sediment dam 30 75 Built to trap hydraulic mining debris in early

1990s. Was filled in six years.

4.3. ALGAL GROWTH LIMITING NUTRIENT IN CANYON LAKE AND LAKE ELSINORE

The most successful method to improve water quality in almost all drinkjng water and
recreational lakes and reservoirs is to reduce the amount of algae (Cooke et aI., 1999). In
tum, in deeper lakes such as Canyon Lake, direct reduction of nutrients such as nitrate or
phosphate has been shown to be effective in reducing algae (Home & Goldman, 1994).
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Algae in Canyon Lake, like Lake Elsinore, are currently likely to be growth-limited by
both P and N depending on season and time of year. However, if biomanipulation and
other restoration of L. Elsinore is successful, it will revert to strong N-limitation. In
practice therefore, both Nand P should always be removed in future projects. The
combination of wetlands and settling basins provides methods for Nand P removal,
respectively. Thus the P removal capacity of Canyon Lake (sedimentation) will always
be needed to assist Lake Elsinore but should be combined with N-removal, by
oxygenation for example.
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The situation in shallow lakes is complicated by the need to ensure reduction in sediment 0 ~ (Jq 2:: ~
recycling which is probably best ensured by biomanipulation combined with strong initial:;; (D ~ 8<§.
nutrient reduction. 0 ~ u §
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5.0 SOLUTIONS TO CANYON LAKE'S WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS

5.1. SELECTION OF THE METHODS FOR ENHANCEMENT OF CANYON LAKE

The problems that can be addressed by watershed and lake management for Canyon Lake
are shown in Table 4. The chief problems are too much sediment and nutrients from the
watershed and too much internal loading in summer in the lake itself.

Table 4. Current problems in Canyon Lake and their probable causes.

Problem to be Probable cause Other possible causes
addressed
Eutrophication High nutrients from runoff & high

internal loading of nutrients
Algae Excessive nutrients from watershed & Sedimentation in East Bay

anoxic lake bed enhances nutrient fluxes from
shallow sediments

High internal Anoxia on lake bed & hypolimnion
nutrient loading
DOC/THMs* Algae extra-cellular products
Iron & manganese Anoxia on lake bed
Sulfides & odors Anoxia on lake bed
Silting in of lake Sediment from watershed
*Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) can produce Trihalomethanes (THMs) when If DOC IS high (>
- 4-6 mglL) when the water is chlorinated for disinfection during drinking water treatment.
THMs have been linked with human health problems including birth problems and possibly
cancer.

Eutrophication and sedimentation in lakes and reservoirs can be reversed by two
methods:
I. Watershed actions - Fi ve methods of reduction of nutrients and sediment in the

inflows
2. In-Lake actions - 17 lake management techniques and technologies
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5.2. WATERSHED ACTION TO REDUCE EUTROPHICATION AND SEDIMENTATION IN
CANYON LAKE

There are fi ve general methods of watershed action that can be taken. These are:

Treat sewage
Divert non-point sewage (move from septic tanks to sewers)
Decrease landscape/agricultural fertilizer input
Block entry of stonn runoff & sediment out particles
Use of wetlands as "biological filters"

Applicability of five watershed treatment methods for the Canyon Lake drainage
basin

Treat sewage. Secondary treatment is currently provided for the residents and shoreline
homeowners in Canyon Lake. No sewage treatment plant effluent is discharged directly
into Canyon Lake. There is thus little room for improvement in the local region.
However. treated sewage and animal wastes fonn part of the flow of the San Jacinto
RI ver that flows into Canyon Lake from its vast watershed of over 500,000 acres.

Divert non-point sewage. Most homes outside cities are pennitted to use septic tanks
for sewage disposal so long as the land area and soil types are adequate. Septic tanks
contribute nutrients and can cause eutrophication downstream. In addition, agriculture
of both row crops and livestock contribute nutrients downstream that can also cause
eutrophication. Non-points of diffuse sources of nutrients are generally septic tanks or
fanns and ranches. Septic tanks are adequate methods of treatment for the reduced
oxygen-demanding components of sewage and if they are sited on large plots. However,
septic systems are ineffective for nutrient removal of all waste components even if there
are sufficient trees in the leach line to remove soluble nitrate. In the winter trees do not
take up water from the ground allowing soluble nutrients to flow to the local groundwater
and eventually the lake. One method to reduce diffuse septic tank pollution is to
connect the septic tanks to sewers.

Decrease landscape/agricultural fertilizer input. The other main diffuse source of
nutrients in most drainages is "nuisance flows" from landscaping irrigation and runoff
from fanns. Reduction or elimination of row crop fertilizer runoff or groundwater
seepage and Ii vestock wastes can be accomplished with retention/treatment ponds and
nutrient remmell wetl~lnds L!nfortunellcly. these actions are difficult in a large watershed.
However, there is hope that the TMDL process will eventually reduce upstream diffuse
pollution. Until that time some other, probably in-lake methods will be needed.

In the dry climate of Canyon Lake, runoff from agriculture is likely to occur only in
winter following stonns. However, although occasional, such flow can contain
enonnous amounts of nutrient and pathogen waste. There are several dairies and other
agricultural operations in the vast watershed. It is recommended that control of
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agricultural and other diffuse nutrient sources be mainly directed through
Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board's TMDL process.

Block entry of storm runoff & sediment out particles. Soil particles are bathed in soil
water, which contains nutrients at much higher concentrations than even eutrophic lake
waters. An exception is the summer anoxic waters of Canyon Lake where ammonia and
soluble phosphate probably exceed the amounts sorbed to the sediments. The removal of
storm flow particles is important since they contain sorbed nutrients that are released
when the particle meets the lower nutrient milieu of the lake. In addition, once in the
lake, sediments particles are decomposed by bacteria releasing nutrients in summer and
adding to the lake's internal nutrient loading.

Best Management Practices (BMPs) are used to control sediment losses. Contour
plowing, better road cutting, and enforcement of house construction are examples of
BMPs commonly used. Constructed detention ponds and wetlands to hold urban and
agricultural runoff are examples of structural BMPs. It is recommended that BMPs be
also considered in the TMDL process not directly dealt with in the management of Lake
Elsinore.

Use of wetlands as "biological filters". Wetlands in wet or dry conditions have proven
effective at removing particles and soluble nutrients as well as heavy metals, organics,
pesticides and pathogens. However, a detention time of one to four weeks is needed for
soluble nutrient removal. Only a few hours is needed to sediment particles in wetlands.

In conjunction with the TMDL process it is recommended that wetlands be employed in
the drainage basin where possible. It is unlikely that riparian wetlands will contribute
much in terms of nutrient removal in storm flows. However, flat vegetation-filled
wetlands upstream of Canyon Lake would assist in the reduction of eutrophication in the
lake. Wetlands do consume water (- 3-5 feet per acre per year in this region) so the
water quality improvements must be balanced against water losses.

5.3. IN-LAKE TREATMENTS

There are 17 commonly accepted methods for the reduction of eutrophication in lakes
using know technologies and management strategies. Some methods are well known
while others are just beginning to be used for most lakes and reservoirs. The methods are
shown immediately below and their possible application to Canyon Lake are show in
Table 5.
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A. Physical methods

Common and widely applicable methods
1. Dredging
2. Water level draw down & water level fluctuation
3. Destratification & lake mixing
4. Macrophyte (water weed) harvesting
5. Wetland algae filters (off-line wetlands)
Minor or restricted methods
6. Algae (phytoplankton) harve'sting
7. Selective withdrawal of hypolimnion water
8. Dilution/flushing
9. Sediment sealing (fabric liners, barriers)

B. Chemical methods
10. Herbicides (for algae or macrophytes)
11. Oxygenation or aeration
12. Shading (dyes)
13. Sediment sealing (chemical; alum, phosloc for P04 binding)
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C. Biological methods
Direct
14. Pathogens of algae or macrophytes (virus, bacteliophages, bacteria)
15. Grazers on algae of macrophytes (, grass carp, Talapia, beetles)
16. Nutrient harvesting (fish, minor method, unlikely to work)
Indirect
17. Biomanipulation (top down controls to favor algae-filtering Daphnia). Includes
harvesting excess small fish and bottom-grubbing carp.

The 17 methods were listed above and the utility for Canyon Lake are summarized in
Table 5.
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Table 5. Review of the applicability of the in-lake methods for Canyon Lake,
southern California.

Method Applicability for Canyon Use?
Dredging Use in East Bay to remove up to 9 feet of sediment. Yes

Carry out in stages? Will remove main source of P to
Canyon Lake (& Lake Elsinore). Cost is high for
complete removal

Water level draw down & East Bay already too shallow for draw down, no weed No
water level fluctuation problems (yet). Most of shoreline is bulkhead with no

weed potential
Summer destratification Will likely increase algae, possibility of odors. Climate No
& lake mixing too warm to make this method energy efficient. Replace

with hypolimnetic oxygenation.
Spring & fall short term Will reduce blue-green algae in spring and fall by Yes
destratification & lake extending natural winter mixing when mixing is
mixing energetically feasible.
Macrophyte (water weed) No weeds at present, possible need in future Maybe
harvesting
Wetland algae filters (off- Not feasible due to pumping costs? Need to explore Maybe
line wetlands) possible sites and other values of wetland
Algae (phytoplankton) Cost is high and effectiveness low for small Canyon No
harvesting Lake. Algae must accumulate predictably
Selective withdrawal of No spare water to lose, water is withdrawn at present No
hypolimnion water from hypolimnion. Water quality problems and smells

with summer releases.
Dilution/flushing Possible flushing with Colorado River since volume of Maybe

Canyon Lake is small. Water not always available and
would be required most years in absence of other
methods.

Sediment sealing (fabric No weed problems at present. Could be used if weeds No
liners. barriers) grow alongside docks & swim areas

Herbicides (for algae or Most cannot be used in a drinking water supply. Copper Limited
macrophytes) sulfate or similar are used but should be kept for

emergencies

Oxygenation or aeration Main in-lake method to reverse eutrophication by Yes
reducing internal nutrient loading

Shading (dyes) Lake too large for this method, lasts only few months. No
Sediment sealing (alum, High cost, would be ineffective following first storm. No
phosloc) Lake is N limited not P-limited so effect not as good as

in some other sites.
Pathogens of algae or Ineffective for blue-green algae due to resistance No
macrophytes buildup. None known for macrophytes
Grazers on algae or Not applicable except within concept of No
macrophytes biomanipulation (see below)
Nutrient harvesting from Nand P removal very small compared to other nutrient No

fish or other biota sources. Fish stocking may balance harvesting.

Biomanipulation Successful in shallow lakes, less so in deeper lakes. Yes
Needs hypolimnetic oxygenation for a refuge from fish
predation for the algae grazing zooplankton.
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6.0 RECOMMENDED METHODS OF WATERSHED AND IN-LAKE
TREATMENT FOR CANYON LAKE

Two main approaches are recommended. These are:

o Installation of a hypolimnetic oxygenation system (Speece Cone-type submerged
oxygen-water mixing system or similar device)

o Phased dredging of the shallow East Bay sediments

Three minor approaches are recommended. These are:

o Extended winter mixing in early spling and late fall using compressed air
o Examination of local regions for algae-filtering wetlands
o Biomanipulation: Small fish stock reduction and carp removal

6.1 Installation of a submerged hypolimnetic oxygenation system

The installation of a hypolimnetic oxygenation system is the most cost-effective way to
improve the drinking water quality of Canyon Lake while also improving the water
quality for recreational uses. The Speece Cone is one example that has been used for
eight years and there are other less efficient systems that use Venturi or oxygen bubbles
to achieve similar results. The Speece Cone is not a proprietary device but is the general
name for a submersible oxygen-water mixing system originally devised by Professor
Richard Speece at Vanderbilt University in Tennessee. Various forms of the device and
other similar systems have been used in the Tennessee Valley Authorities Reservoirs, in
Camanche Reservoir on the Mokelumne River (East Bay Municipal Water District,
Oakland, CA) and in Washington State. At this time the exact size and oxygen demand
of the reservoir is not known so the sizing is based on similar sized systems elsewhere.
In particular the large Speece Cone operating in Camanche Reservoir since 1993 has
been used for operation and maintenance estimates and the design of several yet to be
built cones for smaller reservoirs has been used for capital costs and installation. The
actual system for Canyon Lake should be specifically designed for the lake's own shape
and depth. Because there are new innovations in hypolimnetic oxygenation devices
Professor Speece (Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Vanderbilt
University, Tennessee) or some other expert (e.g. Mark Mobely, private consultant
fOlmerly at TVA), Dr. Marc Beutel, (my former doctoral student now at EWAG,
Switzerland), Bill Faisst, (consultant, Brown & Caldwell, Walnut Creek CA) or similar
oxygenation experts) should be requested to assist with the design. It is vital to note that
aeration and oxygenation expertise is not the same and persons with experience at
oxygenation are more useful than those familiar with the more common aeration
methods.

The basic principle of a Speece Cone-type system is that water is pumped from the very
deepest part of the reservoir into the top of a small steel cone (- 10 feet high for Canyon
Lake) that has been dropped to the bottom of the lake on a concrete base. The anoxic
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water flows down the cone and is met by a stream of bubbles of pure oxygen that, since
they are buoyant, are floating towards the top of the cone. The countercurrent thus
established is a very efficient way to dissolve all of the oxygen with no waste and no
bubbles escaping. The water, now fully saturated with oxygen at the high pressure of the
lakebed, is forced out of a manifold set just above the lakebed. The high oxygen water
meets with lower oxygen water and entrains about 10 times its own volume within a few
feet of the manifold. The manifold jets are set horizontally since it is the lakebed that is
most important in eutrophication reduction using oxygen. A new innovation is that the
manifold size can be considerably reduced in size making the entire system very
compact.

Hypolimnetic oxygenation device system in Canyon Lake. There are several possible
devices for this purpose including a Speece Cone or other devices that achieve the same
result. A system should be installed near the dam in the deepest section of the lake to
take advantage of the reduction in power required. In deep water the pressure of the
water increases the amount of oxygen dissolved, reducing the amount of water to be
pumped to the cone. Oxygen is pumped from the lakeshore either as evaporated liquid
oxygen that is stored in a tank at the lakeshore or gaseous oxygen that is made by PSV
compressors on the lakeshore. The location of the oxygen station, electrical controls for
the pump and the evaporator for the liquid oxygen is not critical and can be set in a
convenient spot away from the public view.

Costs of a hypolimnetic oxygenation device. The size of the system is not known at
this time. It is anticipated, by analogy with other reservoirs, that between 0.25 and 2
tonnes of oxygen per day will be needed. Overall estimated cost will also depend on the
mix of capital options (for example the PSV on site oxygen generator) versus bi-weekly
liquid oxygen deliveries. Other yet to be decided costs are the length and cost of the
electrical supply to the underwater pump. The location of the underwater entry is critical
to reducing costs. Overall a preliminary estimate of $250,000 to $500,000 can be made

6.2. Phased dredging for Canyon Lake

Dredging of the East Bay of Canyon Lake is the only feasible way to restore that section
of the lake to recreational use. In addition, the removal of large amounts of phosphorus
that will recycle in the shallow water would benefit drinking water quality in the lake.
For example areas that were nine feet deep at low water a decade ago are now about a
foot deep. The environmental geologists who recently surveyed the site state that
" ... portions of the East Bay could be dry or elevated should a low water event occur
within the next three to five years." (Suitt & Assoc. 1998).

The water depth cannot be raised without flooding the lakeside homes, so the only option
for these shallow water lakeside homes is to remove some of the accumulated sediments.
The erosion upstream that created the shallow water is not the fault of the Canyon Lake
residents and some redress from upstream actions that have accelerated the erosion seems
fair. In addition, the action of Canyon Lake in trapping sediment and especially about 45
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The ideal solution would be construct sediment traps and storm water detention basins 0 ti ::l

upstream and relieve Canyon Lake of the sediment and phosphorus load. However, such ~ 00.....
detention basins have not even been proposed and may be part of a future TMDL. In the
next decade or two it might be appropriate for the residents and users of the entire
upstream region to use the East Bay of Canyon Lake as an already constructed
sedimentation basin. In this way some of the large costs for dredging could be shared for
the public benefit and for Lake Ellsinore's protection as well as assisting the residents of
Canyon Lake.

Sediment removal and cost of removal. The total amount of sediment that has entered
Canyon Lake since its construction about 30 years ago is not known. However, the
amount of heavier sediment that has settled near the inflow in the East Bay section has
been estimated to be in excess of 500,000 cubic yards (17 ,000 cubic yards annually over
30 years). This is a very large amount of sediment to have accumulated in such a short
time as was noted above. Typical current costs for sediment removal range from $3.50
to $10 per cubic yard giving a cost range for dredging of $2 to $5 million. These costs
assume that the sediments do not contain any toxicants such a heavy metal (copper, zinc,
lead etc.) and that disposal sites can be found locally. The costs also do not include any
profit that could be made from the sale of some dredged material such as sand.

Phased approach. Given the high cost of removing the entire sediment accumulation, a
phased approach may be most appropriate. The initial sediment removal project should
target those areas that are most likely to go dry in the next five years. There is no doubt
that some of the burden of cost should be born by the Canyon Lake dwellers, perhaps in
proportion to the amount of sediment that would have arrived at the lake under natural
undisturbed conditions. The sediment TMDL for the watershed will determine this
amount.

Two immediate actions are recommended:

o Chemical and soils testing of the recently accumulated sediment in the East
Bay. Needed will be a particle size analysis, measurements of heavy metals (17
can be measured simultaneously with plasma methods, and mercury can be tested
separately), and estimation of the quantity and bioavailability of the sediment
phosphorus and nitrogen.

o Beginning a pilot program to remove about one year's worth of sediments to get a
realistic idea of the costs of removal of the entire 30 years of sediment and the
feasibility of using the East Basin as a long-term sedimentation and removal basin
for the upstream regions.

Over the next rainy period the following action is recommended:
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o The City of Canyon Lake support the efforts of others, including the Regional
Board, to determine a P and N budget for the lake and its watershed.

The 45 tons of phosphorus contained in the sediments and withheld from Lake Elsinore is
a valuable contribution to making Lake Elsinore less eutrophic than it otherwise would
be. In addition, the projects proposed using State Proposition 13 funds, which will be
used to restore Lake Elsinore, would be much less successful if the 45 tons of additional
phosphorus was not held back by Canyon Lake Dam.

following the results of the pirot dredging program, a regular program of dredging the
East Bay of Canyon Lake may be implemented as the best long-term solution for both
lakes and their eroding watersheds. The Canyon Lake group should begin to consider
setting up a sinking fund to provide matching funds for other grants that will fund the
dredging of the lake.

6.3. Spring and fall extended winter lake mixing for Canyon Lake

Lakes in Mediterranean climates tend to mix top-to-bottom (holomixis) for only two or
three winter months. The time that atmospheric oxygen is stirred naturally by the wind
over the anoxic sediments is thus short. In more northern climates holomixis may last for
up to six months. In addition, Canyon Lake is quite sheltered from winds and is deep for
its surface area. It is not possible to stir lakes in Mediterranean or tropical climates in
summer using compressed air or similar devices. The sun is simply too strong and sets
up too large a temperature gradient for mechanical mixing to be efficient. However, in
spring and fall the sun is lower and the thermal gradient is easier to overcome using
mechanical means. Assuming that the lake is in good condition due to installation of the
Speece Cone hypolimnetic oxygenation system, additional mixing for a month in early
spring and late fall using the existing air compressor would befit the water quality of the
lake

During the warm summer stratified period the stratification is used to the lake users
benefit and maintained. In the March-April and November months, the Speece Cone
system should not operated but will be replaced with the holomixis device. The results
from tests of operating the reservoir in holomixis mode in early spring and late fall
should be evaluated using chlorophyll a, Secchi depth, bottom oxygen levels, and blue
green algae as one set of indicators.

Cost of spring and fall holomixis. A large compressor is already installed in Canyon
Lake. Previous attempts to use compressed air bubbles to destratify the lake, without first
oxygenating the hypolimnion, produced less than ideal results. In addition, it is working
against nature to destratify such a strongly stratified lake. Working against the sun is
inefficient when one can work with it (hypolimnetic oxygenation makes use of the
stratified layer). Cost for operating the current system for two months per year is
estimated in the $5,000 range.
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6.4. Local wetlands as algae filters in summer at Canyon Lake
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One sure method to reduce nuisance algae growths is to filter them out directly using a
wetland with a few days retention time. It is not clear that there is any land available,
but considering the large benefits gained in property values situated near wetlands, sites
may be available away from the water's edge but close enough that pumping costs are
minimized. Various solar and wind devices are available for the pumping to be at least
partially renewable energy. Up to 95% of the algae can be removed. The method has
been employed in large Lake Apopka in Florida and is proposed for Lake Elsinore.

Cost of local wetlands filtration. The main cost in wetlands construction is the
purchase of the land. In the case of Canyon Lake 20-50 acres would be needed. This
land could be away from the lake and the wetland, which can also be designed to look
like a lake with islands, could be the focus of a housing development. The cost of the
land is thus variable and could even be free if a wetland mitigation bank were set up.
The other cost for the lake filtration would be pumping the lake surface water up to the
lake. Obviously the elevation and distance of the lake to the wetlands would decide the
pumping costs. The amount of water to be pumped is equivalent to about 10% of the lake
epi limnion.

6.5. Biomanipulation

Wetlands filtration is an effective method to filter out algae that requires energy.
Biomanipulation can serve a similar function but is essentially self-sustaining, once in
place. The method uses the filtering ability of small animals in the water, the zooplankton
to remove algae. These zooplankton, particularly the large individuals of the genus
Daphnia, are already present in the lake. The essence of the lake manipulations needed
is to make large Daphnia more abundant by providing better conditions for them. If the
method is successful, large Daphnia can filter the upper lake water layer in about a week.
Large Daphnia are more desirable in biomanipulation because they can filter a lot more
water and algae than smaller forms.

The main requirement for the lake manager is to adjust the reservoir habitat to favor large
Daphnia. A single factor controls the survival and abundance of these highly useful
small animals; a safe refuge from small fish predation during daylight hours. If large
zooplankton are present in open water when it is light enough for small fish to see them,
they wi II be eaten.

Hypolimnetic oxygenation. One component needed for Daphnia survival will be
provided if a Speece Cone oxygenation system is installed. Daphnia will be able to
migrate down the water column into healthy but dark hypolimnion water during the day.
At present the hypolimnion of Canyon Lake has no oxygen so the zooplankton cannot
take refuge there. For example, even at 18 feet down there was only 0.2 mgIL dissolved
oxygen at station 7 near the dam in September 2000. Zooplankton can survive, probably
uncomfortably at about 2 mgIL oxygen but fish cannot. Thus the conversion of the
hypolimnion to about 5 mgIL dissolved oxygen will provide a zooplankton refuge.
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Fish population balancing. Even with an oxygenated hypolimnion, fish grazing
pressure at dawn and dusk can decimate zooplankton when they are migrating from deep
to shallow water. Severe reductions in useful zooplankton occur when there are too
many small fish and too few large ones. Such a situation with an excess of stunted small
fish often occurs in reservoirs and is frequently managed to improve fishing. In Canyon
Lake the removal of excess small fish by summer netting is the major active lake
management action required. It is not necessary to remove all the small fish, just
sufficient to balance the lake to a more natural ratio. Also always useful for
biomanipulatlon is to reduce or eliminate introduced carp. The adult carp stirs nutrients
from the lakebed, especially in the shallows and increases eutrophication. Netting or
fishing out any large carp is almost always beneficial to the lake.

Biomanipulation in the shallow East Bay. The East Bay is too shallow, even if
dredged back to its original depth, to be permanently stratified. Water quality is poor at
present with less than three feet of water clarity. The East Bay must be cleaned up if the
entire lake is to become much less eutrophic so water transparency will improve with
oxygenation. However, there is the problem of how to provide a refuge for Daphnia if
the water is clear to the sediments.

Under clear water conditions aquatic macrophytes are likely to grow. Although
submerged weeds can be a nuisance if they interfere with boating, aquatic vegetation in
the right place provide a daytime refuge for Daphnia and also improve the fishing. It
may be necessary to control submerged weeds as the lake water quality improves from
dredging and oxygenation. There are several methods for control but mechanical weed
harvesting may be the most appropriate action in a drinking water reservoir where use of
chemical is problematic.

Costs of biomanipulation. The costs of biomanipulation are small, that is one of the
most attracti ve features of the technique. The costs of fish populations balancing,
primarily small fish removal, is estimated at $15,000 for the first year will smaller
amounts in following years. Not all years will require fish population balancing and
cooperation with the local California Fish and Game Department is good. In addition,
local schools and colleges may wish to use the project as part of class or research
exercises. For example, the fish population in the lake could be measured before and
after manipulation using experimental gill nets with various sized openings.
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